Large spallation neutron facilities share with compact sources the constraint that the moderation of neutrons relies on a random scattering process. Recently, proposals have been made how to furnish cold moderators with some preferential direction for the scattering and the emission of cold neutrons. Propositions presented so far aim primarily at enhancing the emission of moderated neutrons out of the scattering volume. The use of silicon single crystals and nano-structured material has been proposed to boost or suppress scattering along selected directions, respectively. The recent implementation of a beryllium reflector-filter for a hydrogen moderator system at the Manuel Lujan neutron scattering center augmented moderated neutron flux by reflecting thermal neutrons back into a cold moderator. This installation has met with striking success and proved the technical feasibility of selectable preferential provision of cold and thermal neutrons. In this short contribution a tiny scoping study is presented together with a conceptual sketch of a novel moderator set-up. The approach strives to combine the existing results with some additional measures for increasing the primary neutron flux inside a cold moderator. Even base-lining some generic boundary conditions and not taking peculiarities of materials into account, moderator performance can be improved by mere geometrical internal modifications. Conceiving a "pre-moderator" primarily as "primary reflector" appears to offer additional possibilities for optimization. The expectation is that, depending on design and materials' choices, mixed or cold spectra can be obtained, with the flux of demanded neutrons increased along selected directions of preferential emission. Anticipating more extensive confirmative numerical simulations, the obvious next step could be a first test of the proposed concept at a compact neutron source.
Introduction
One of the significant differences between neutrons and photons is that the latter can be created in much more benign and well-controlled conditions yielding in the end much higher brilliance than achievable from any neutron source. Large spallation facilities share with compact sources the common problem that the moderation of neutrons relies on a random scattering process. Recently, diverse suggestions have been made how to furnish cold moderators with some preferential direction for the scattering and for the emission of cold neutrons. Proposals presented so far are, at least lately, mainly centered on the enhancement of flux of the required characteristics out of cold moderators.
The process of obtaining cold neutrons is broken down into several stations, which are addressed in turn in the following. Here, the results of a preliminary scoping study are presented where some focus has been put on the apparently hitherto less scrutinized question of how to bring neutrons into a (cold) moderator, to start with. For this purpose, toy problems have been investigated by means of basic Monte-Carlo simulations.
Scope
The idea at the beginning of the here reported work was to take a step back and to have a fresh look at the overall issue of efficiently obtaining moderated (cold) neutrons suitable for diverse experiments from fast neutrons as they emanate from targets; see Fig. 1 and Table 1 .
Some inspiration has been drawn from actual experimental findings at SINQ, and also from the background of the author related to heat transfer via radiation.
Employing the most simple generic geometry of a cube of an arbitrarily selected moderator material, illuminated by incident neutrons, some effects are highlighted. By applying changes to the employed geometry, i.e. drilling holes and cutting grooves into the scattering volume, it is attempted to arrive at a basic understanding of some qualitative fundamental relations. Explicitly, no attempt whatsoever has been made at designing any real moderator or deriving quantitative relationships. Nevertheless, based on the obtained results, some rather general recommendations of how to better design advanced moderators with enhanced flux and preferred directions of emission for neutrons with selected features pertaining to spectra and pulse shapes are presented.
It goes without saying that this work is only meant as a start, waiting for more sophisticated simulations, e.g. taking into consideration proper moderator materials, temperatures, geometries and the like in order to scrutinize the effects for realistic boundary conditions. In the end, experimental investigations appear to be mandatory, this being also strongly recommended as a conclusion drawn from the obtained results.
Background, state of the art
Compact as well as large neutron sources, powered by proton-, photon-, or electron-beams, have been operated for decades, and a common and permanent most basic purpose is obtaining as high neutron fluxes as possible, with specific characteristics and under the prevalent boundary conditions. Leaving issues belonging to targets and cooling as well as topics related to guiding the neutrons to the sites of their use aside, and not much considering the general theme of signal / noise, i.e. suppressing notwanted neutrons in experiments and detectors, one can coarsely distinguish between issues relating to the input-side of a (cold) moderator and ones relating to the output-side. Structures around and, especially, cold moderator materials in between, pose questions of their own depending on the prevailing operational conditions, and they have been studied for decades [1, 2] .
Input to cold moderators
Systematic experimental investigations of moderator, and in particular, of pre-moderator effectiveness, have been performed by Y. Kiyanagi and colleagues [3, 4] . Their conclusion was that the most important source neutrons to a liquid hydrogen moderator are thermal neutrons and not epithermal ones. They consequently recommended to put a "pre-moderator" around a cold moderator, implicating some beneficial "impedance matching" mechanism between fast neutrons from a target and finally cold ones from a cold moderator enshrined by a thermal premoderator.
These early perceptions and the derived conclusions have been expanded by more recent experimental results and simulations performed amongst others by G. Muhrer [5] . It has repeatedly been emphasized that in the case of a coupled moderator one has to consider the slowing down power of the entire coupled system (moderator, reflector, etc.).
Output of cold moderators
Efforts to get as much as possible useful neutrons out of a cold moderator started already decades ago. It appears to the author that, at least lately, more effort than to the input-side of moderators has been devoted to their output-side, i.e. to the question of how to obtain the highest possible flux of moderated neutrons out of the moderator volume. Many articles can be found in the literature on enhancing the useful neutron flux with specifications for their spectrum, pulse shape and direction derived from the demands of selected instruments.
Reentrant holes and their effectiveness have been discussed in much detail and different implementations [6, 7] . The unifying conception is to channel more of the coldest neutrons from the center of the moderator volume to the outside than is possible through the bulk moderator material.
Recently, the idea of providing routes of easy escape for cold neutrons has been further advanced in the form of incorporating thin single-crystal silicon plates into a moderator. The predicted and experimentally confirmed effect of such convoluted moderators relies on the very low cross section for cold neutrons below the Bragg cut-off of the material inserted into the moderator proper [8] . It has consistently been found that the dominating effect is a geometric one related to reduced absorption along specific directions for neutrons from the interior of the moderator, i.e. vacuum channels would do rather similar to single crystals [9, 10] .
The cold neutron flux has been more than doubled from the cold source at the Manuel Lujan neutron scattering center at Los Alamos with the insertion of a cold reflector-filter plug made from Beryllium [11, 12] . This effect is provoked by the enhancement of the neutron density inside the cold moderator material due to the reflection of neutrons with higher energies back into the moderator, providing them with another chance for further scattering and moderation. At the same time, the thermal flux towards selected instruments has been enhanced by providing dedicated channels through that filter-reflector allowing warm neutrons to pass. This way, the available neutron spectrum has been effectively tailored to individual instrumental needs.
On the long-wavelength side of the neutron spectrum, reflections from powders of nano-sized diamond grains have been calculated and demonstrated to augment directional flux of very cold neutrons [13] .
Relevant findings at SINQ
The SINQ cold moderator features a reentrant hole, the performance of which is not convincing and still under investigations [14] ; the results reported here are completely independent of these partly open questions.
Several series of measurements have been performed at the PSI continuous neutron spallation source SINQ in which geometrical effects have been investigated in a systematic way some time ago.
The initially somewhat surprising finding was that concentrating the incident proton beam moderately produced a significant increase in total available neutron flux, detected both, at thermal and cold neutron beam lines [15] . Modeling these observations turned out to be tricky, and despite some effort only qualitative understanding could be achieved [16] . A very simple "view-factor" explanation seems to account at least as good for the observed flux enhancement as the Monte-Carlo simulations, which took a great deal of geometrical details referring to the target and the proton beam profile as well as variations in the proton beam alignment into account. Interestingly, the effect was halved when the experiments were repeated with a target of the new generation in place, which features a solid lead blanket around the central arrangement of cannelloni as its most distinctive attribute. Top view (not a true cross section) of the SINQ heavy water moderator tank; concentrating the incident proton beam slightly was estimated to yield a change in effective angle, which is seen by the moderator by approximately 10%, corresponding surprisingly well with the increase of the cold and warm neutron flux of about 8% at the respective instruments (first, to the cold moderator and the volume from which neutrons enter the warm beam line lies in front of that beam guide). Moving the concentrated proton beam along "x" direction changed the detected cold neutron flux while having almost no impact on the thermal flux; moving the incident beam along the "y" direction showed an inverse effect. The indicated beam size provides merely a schematic illustration.
Only a rather limited diminution of the proton beam footprint size has been possible in order to avoid unacceptable power concentrations; the total beam current had been reduced for these experiments for the same reason. Thus, the total accessible range of beam alignments was rather limited; a travel of approximately 30 mm was possible in the x-direction and less than half of that in the y-direction. A modestly concentrated beam was moved in the order of a few cm in orthogonal directions, which rather well aligned with the geometrical layout of the SINQ moderator tank. Fig. 2 depicts a horizontal cross section of the SINQ moderator tank showing the relative positions of the target in the center and the cold moderator and thermal beam tubes located at two roughly orthogonal directions. In short, bringing the proton beam closer to the respective relevant moderator volumes increased the observed flux to the connected instruments in the order of a several percent, and, increasing the distance reduced the detected neutron fluxes in an inverse manner. These observations at SINQ still wait for their numerical modeling. A view-factor based approach emphasizes the fact that a bigger fraction of the solid angle from the source is illuminating the moderator when they are closer together; these simple considerations appear to qualitatively explain the experimental findings rather well, just as in the earlier case when reducing proton beam size; see Figs. 2 and 3.
Similar findings of variations in extractable neutron flux as a function of proton beam positioning on the target have been reported as observed respectively calculated at several other existing or planned high power spallation neutron source facilities [17] [18] [19] .
Investigations using a Toy Problem
In an attempt to develop some basic understanding of moderator issues, a very coarse scoping type study has been started. For this, a graphite cube of 20 cm side length at room temperature has been selected as a toy system for Monte-Carlo simulations. In this study MCNPX 2.6.0 as well as FLUKA 2011.2b.3 have been used [20, 21] . Whereas the basic outside geometry stayed unchanged, internal modifications have been applied to the model-cube. At the outset, the aim was to investigate principal qualitative effects of holes drilled into the scattering volume and grooves cut into its surface. As will be described in the following, the choice of a reflector material can be considered as conservative; the observed effects of structuring can be expected to be more pronounced for moderator materials proper.
Solid cube with a few holes
As first example, a full and homogeneous graphite cube of 20 cm side length has been studied. In a second series, the cube had one perforation running at right angle to the incident neutron beam across the entire volume with the intention of looking for an effect of a reentrant hole or channel allowing the undisturbed travel of (moderated) neutrons; see Fig. 4 . A second hole then extended from the input surface to the interior; this has been termed "entry hole". For the input of neutrons, a pencil beam of thermal neutrons was aimed at the entry surface, hitting the bulk of the moderator material at the bottom of that entry hole. Fig. 4 . Simple cube of graphite used for coarse scoping simulations; a hole through the entire cube was meant to serve as an example for an "exit hole" in the sense of a reentrant hole or channel transparent for neutrons leaving the moderator volume, and an "entry hole" served to investigate questions relating to how efficiently neutrons are brought into the moderator, to start with.
Not unexpectedly, graphite was confirmed as a good reflector material for thermal neutrons. Four configurations as in Fig. 5 :
for a homogeneous cube, i.e. without any hole, almost half of the incident neutrons do not even enter the moderator volume. Neutrons, which do have entered, leave the cube evenly distributed over the four faces at right angle to the incident direction and, a little fewer, through the face of the cube straightly opposed to the entry side ("S_3,exit"). "exit holes":
with one end-to-end exit channel present, a slight asymmetry can be seen between the cube´s four "cross faces". A minute augmentation in emitted neutrons is observed in the direction along the bore, "S_4,enhanced and S_5,enhanced". There is no change in the immediately reflected fraction, and a slight increase in neutrons traversing the cubes straight across is ascribed to the reduced moderator material along this direction. "entry hole": a single entry hole extending to the center of the cube significantly reduces the number of neutrons leaving the volume through the entry face. The straightly passing fraction is increased. Especially interesting, the flux to the sides increases, too. "entry and exit holes": in the last configuration, where also an exit hole is added, reductions in all directions are observed with the exemption of the direct exit surface. The two faces with the actual exit hole openings are preferred as compared to the other two cross surfaces.
It can thus be stated, that an initial imbalance between the surfaces of a cube, with many of the incident neutrons not even entering the moderator, has been replaced with one, in which a (too) deep entry hole significantly changes the situation; see Fig. 5 . In any configuration with an exit bore, more neutrons leave the scattering volume along its direction compared to the other two side faces of the cube.
Ideally, without any feature enhancing a specific output direction, the flux emanating from a cube should be evenly distributed among the six, then equivalent, faces of the body. This condition certainly is not met in any one of the configurations shown in Fig. 5 . An approximation to a balanced distribution over the cube´s faces can be achieved by optimizing the depth of an entry hole reaching then about 8 cm into the 20 cm cube; see Fig. 6 . Fig. 6 . right: cube of 20 cm with an entry hole drilled into the moderator volume illuminated by a pencil beam; an even distribution between all exit surfaces (i.e. 1/6 of the total emanating flux on each) is approximated with a depth around 8 cm. Neutrons passing the input surface 1 are counted for both directions of travel, i.e. for comparison to the other surfaces one has to subtract 1; corresponding to the depth of the entry hole, the reduction of directly reflected neutrons is translated into an enhancement of flux to the cross surfaces. The addition of an exit hole does not have any strong impact (large dot on the lower plot). top: for an entry hole extending 7.5 cm into a graphite cube of 20 cm side length, output through all surfaces is close to evenly balanced.
The simple idea behind these investigations has been inspired by general considerations relating to the reversibility of paths (of particles travelling along 'straight' lines). From this perspective, one way of seeing reentrant grooves is to consider them as effective due to a simple increase in the overall view factor. The expectation therefore was that a better coupling of the interior of a moderator to the outside, similar to a reentrant hole for the output, would also work for the input into a moderator volume, i.e. an entry hole on the input side. This has now been substantiated with the results reported in Figs. 5 and 6. In particular, the increase of emitted neutrons in the direction of a through-going empty "exit channel" support the analogy drawn to groove effects observed with light.
Solid cube with about 10% holes on the input surface
Of course, no matter how useful for very first investigations, a pencil beam is only a rather poor model for the situation around a realistic neutron production target. For the following simulations therefor other distributions of the incident flux have been base-lined. Fig. 7 . Increasing the fraction of the entry surface, which is made up by entry holes, an approximately linear increase in neutrons entering the scattering volume, and subsequently leaving it to the side through a cross face, is observed. This result holds true for directed input evenly distributed over the entry surface as well as for an isotropic input distribution.
Entry holes piercing approximately 10% of the entry surface lead to an increase of flux out to the "cross" cube faces by about 6%, i.e. 49 holes, with 1 cm diameter each, evenly spread over the 400 cm 2 cube face; see Fig. 7 . Replacing the holes of 1 cm by ones with 1.5 cm diameter (~22% of the input surface perforated), yielded an enhancement compared to the case with no hole by approximately 12%.
Interestingly, the dominant fraction of the neutrons, which leave the volume of the cube to the side, do so from the anterior part of the cube, where the holes are present. No big change of the flux in the cross directions is observed when changing the depth of the holes from 3 to 13 cm; see Fig. 8 . Thus an effective enhancement of local brightness for the emission of neutrons can be achieved by concentrating the emitted flux to the portion of the moderator where the entry-holes run inside. Entry holes are thus effective also as distribution channels for incoming neutrons promoting (even) illumination of moderators and consequently tailored (uniform) emission from moderators; see Fig. 8 . Fig. 8 . left: for an isotropic input, drilling entry holes yields diminishing returns, i.e. there appears to be no point in very deep holes. A large fraction of the neutrons emitted to the side comes from the entry portion of the moderator, the volume where the entry channels run ("cross, s25"); flux from the bulk ("bulk, s5") of the moderator side drops accordingly. It thus seems possible to enhance local effective moderator brightness by concentrating the emission to a part of the total volume. top: short entry holes boost a brightness increase in a non-linear fashion for the entry section of the moderator.
Somewhat similar configurations featuring many thin channels as a natural extension of a single large reentrant hole have been proposed as "porous" moderators [7] . Studies indicated them to be effective in enhancing the flow of neutrons out of a moderator. They are bound to do just the same for first helping neutrons enter into moderators.
Very cursorily looking at the influence of the energy of the incident neutrons showed that these basic relations apply in a similar way also at higher than thermal energies of the incident neutron flux. Neutrons with higher energies show a tendency for better initial penetration and reduced immediate backscattering.
Solid cube with massive grooves on the input surface
All along the history of spallation neutron sources, reentrant holes at the output faces of moderators have also been employed in the shape of grooves [22] . Thus, as an obvious alternative option to entry bores, "entry grooves" have been considered next. In that model, half of the surface was effected, the considered grooves extended 5 cm deep into the moderator volume; see Fig. 9 . Entry grooves offer the possibility of investigating both, "capturing" effects for incoming flux and also directional preferences for neutrons leaving the cube. Results obtained for a geometry as depicted in Fig. 9 are presented below; see Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 . Relative integral fluxes for isotropic input emanating through the cube´s surfaces for three configurations: "empty", i.e. no material was included in the first 5 cm of the scatterer (the boundary area is included as the internal interface close to the center for checking view factors), "full", i.e. a solid cube without grooves, and "grooved", i.e. half the input surface featured grooves 5 cm deep. Flux is higher in the direction along the grooves compared to orthogonal; the obtained results are further discussed in the text.
The (massively) grooved model cube exhibited the same effects as already observed with entry holes but in a more pronounced manner. With isotropic incident neutron flux, input grooves significantly reduced the immediately reflected flux directed out of the input surface. For the chosen parameters, few neutrons left the cube on the straight exit face. Grooves accordingly augmented the flux emanating from the cross surfaces. Significantly more improvement was seen for the direction along the grooves, i.e. to the sides with the face surfaces of the remaining ridges of the toy moderator, compared to the orthogonal direction. This was, as expected, much more prominent for the actually grooved anterior part of the cube, where, compared to the symmetrical "full" configuration, an increase in flux by about 35% was obtained for a "cross face" side, i.e. along the grooves' direction; see Fig. 10 . It is important to note that these findings do not (yet) take the proper amount of scattering, i.e. moderation and resultant energy distributions, into account.
Discussion
Obtained flux values through an interface surface inside the cube as well as the comparison with a block, where the grooved part had been void of material altogether, highlight the importance of view factors; see Fig. 10 . It is decisive to take neutron spectra into account when simulating real moderators. An uninformed look at Fig. 10 might lead to the wrong impression that the moderator performs best when part of the volume is cut away; it is easy to see that this is an artifact due to counting all neutrons disregarding their scattering history and their resultant energy.
Up to now, and especially recently, the focus for moderator optimization has been on how to get most usable neutrons out of a (cold) moderator. The inverse question, i.e. how to get most neutrons first into a moderator volume for cooling them down, had been investigated some time ago, and, lately, has not received the same amount of attention. This might in part be ascribed to the authorative statement made 20 years ago that the best way of feeding a cold moderator is via a thermal pre-moderator [4] .
Very simple investigations using a toy problem now indicate that this might not be the ultimate and all-comprehensive final answer. It appears that, without special precautions, many of the intrinsically available neutrons from a source might not even enter a moderator, irrespective of their energy.
Premoderators reinterpreted
Enhancing the useful neutron flux out of a moderator volume has been demonstrated to be possible by first increasing the neutron density inside the scattering volume [11, 12] . There is no obvious reason why this would not be achievable already for the primary input flux into the moderator, i.e. on the surface of first entry.
Having a fresh look on the published results, on which the conclusion of thermal neutrons being the decisive input to cold moderators has been based [3, 4] , an alternative interpretation seems to be warranted, and a re-conceptualization is proposed:
"pre-"moderators should be rather seen as primary reflectors.
Actually, hints for the validity of this view can already be drawn from the stage-setting papers [3, 4] . Comparing the time courses and peak heights of good (polyethylene) with inferior (ZrH 2 ) premoderator material, the curve for polyethylene could naturally build up from the values for ZrH 2 with the addition of a second, stronger but similar, contribution featuring some delay. Reflected primary and only partlymoderated flux redirected to the moderator from the surrounding polyethylene would give that response. This explains nicely the observation that the height of the peak is less reduced for ZrH 2 than the total flux in one pulse: during the short rising time less reflected neutrons would become effective than later on [23] . A delay time of approximately 50 μs seems to fit the reported observations. Additionally, attention can be allocated to a discrepancy in the original interpretation of the experimental findings mentioned by the authors themselves [3] . They examined the effect of a groovedsurface premoderator (with the grooves on the side facing the cold moderator). Given the established fact of enhanced moderated (thermal) output of such a configuration, a significant gain from the cold moderator thus fed had been anticipated. The observed increase in achieved flux of 3% was unexpectedly small. Furthermore, the reported effectiveness of premoderators at different sides of the cold moderator, and the large differences between the sides, can be understood as a premoderator working (mainly) a first reflector of back scattered and otherwise immediately lost epithermal neutrons. The material directly between the original neutron source (target) and the cold moderator is by far the most effective [3] . Increasing its thickness entails at the same time an attenuation of the genuine input to the moderator; these enhancing and attenuating effects would lead to rather quick saturation, calculated to occur for thinner first reflectors in case of a coupled arrangement than a decoupled one [24] . When thermalized neutrons are absorbed contributions from the better reflection for epithermal ones are more visible.
Whereas it can be stated that this was long known implicitly by all experts in the field, emphasizing the reflector aspect of premoderators can lead to new prospects, and it might offer novel ways for improving overall moderator efficiency.
In a sense, the here suggested approach could be seen as complimentary to recent work by K. Batkov and colleagues [25] . Somewhat departing from established approaches and deliberately disregarding seemingly most important requirements and boundary conditions, they came to the conclusion that a fully encapsulated cold moderator exhibits the highest achievable brightness when considerably smaller than what is possible for configurations where wide openings for many neutron beam guides with large cross-sections are taken into account and when the total flux in these guides is to be optimized.
Here, it is advocated to take an even larger step back and to scrutinize again how to first of all effectively get neutrons into a moderator material. Investigating the behavior of bare reflector material "free floating" is to some extent similar to the case with a scatterer uniformly enshrined inside a reflector. As the obvious second step for both approaches, one has to subsequently investigate how to get the maximum neutron flux or brightness out of any such moderator. It is claimed that the here presented approach addresses the overall issue.
Some further detailed considerations can be found in the next section when discussing the cartoon of an advanced generic moderator system set-up.
Proposals for detailed investigations
The main purpose of studying a toy problem was to arrive at a status where clear, preferably new, questions can be formulated, which seem to make sense for the general aim of improving moderator performance. A few issues have been highlighted, and it appears that some measures could be tried inspired by the proposed slightly different point of view; whether the indicated effects prove to be interesting in practice remains to be seen, and only more work can tell.
It is thus recommended to continue the here begun studies, still employing toy problems, which feature input-holes and also -grooves but as a first next step including more adequate materials´ parameters, i.e. proper cold moderator materials and their characteristics at the relevant temperatures.
The same holds true for energies, both, with respect to incident flux and desirable output. Only when taking into account realistic available source terms and also the useful parts of the emitted neutron output spectra, together with the fractions that do not fit and might lead to unpleasant background, one can judge the efficiency of any moderator arrangement.
Staying at a rather generic and conceptual level, the next step could be the inclusion of some simple but more representative geometric features for configurations containing combinations of different suitable materials.
As last step for merely theoretical investigations, of course, fully realistic geometries and boundary conditions like beam tubes should be applied in real designs.
All of the above enlisted steps appear accessible to accompanying experimental investigations, preferably at dedicated beam lines of working neutron sources or at compact sources with the possibility for exploration with hands-on variations and measurements.
Conceptual sketch of an advanced compound moderator
Despite the obvious fact that the here presented preliminary study was never meant to yield anything like the design of a real moderator, it is tempting to speculate how the novel suggestions could tie into more established results and what a such an advanced moderator configuration could look like. An attempt in this direction is presented in Fig. 11 Special mention deserves shielding as any figure of merit for an instrument at a neutron source definitively includes useable signal / noise and not just some flux emanating from the target. Similarly, it is important to take the final use of a source into account; e.g. very small samples ask rather for high brightness than for a global maximum of total neutron flux.
With the proposed entry-holes and -grooves as the equivalent of reentry holes and vanes, it is tried to apply at the input side what has been found working for the output of (cold) moderators. There is every reason to anticipate similar effects of improved coupling of the moderator to the neutron flux for the input into as for the output out of a moderator.
Leaving issues like cooling requirements aside, there appears to be no reason to have a "pre-"moderator to serve some type of impedance matching; epi-thermal neutrons might in fact even be better suited to feed a (cold) moderator uniformly than thermal ones.
Tailoring the geometry in the light of this study, one should focus on exploiting the intrinsic dimensions of the primary source. A structured primary reflector could probably limit its effect on incoming neutron flux while at the same time effectively working for backscattering of such neutrons, which would leave the cold moderator rather directly reflected and without being properly moderated.
Whereas there might be only limited gains achievable for large neutron sources with widely extended targets and resulting big primary neutron sources, the clever utilization of view factors would likely allow for significant improvements in the achievable final moderated flux at more compact sources. This applies in particular to source brightness. Slab geometries ought to be favorable. If sufficient precautions against background are taken, like filling exit channel with beryllium to suppress fast neutrons, the useful flux also at large source might benefit from the more directional input flux in slab geometries.
From the well-established fact that exit grooves and holes work it can be assumed that similar features work for the entry side of moderators. In any case, exploiting a better coupling of a moderator to the incoming neutron flux appears to offer a principal way to enhance its local brightness; entry-and distribution-holes and grooves, as well as "pre-"reflectors, promise to be effective in this sense.
As exemplified by the results of simple manipulations of the beam footprint at SINQ and the associated significant effort required to numerically simulate the observations, tests, already on toy setups, appear to be mandatory before any conclusion concerning the actual effectiveness of the proposed measures can be drawn. Investigating view-factor effects might also be an occasion for improving Monte-Carlo codes [5, 10] .
Relating to design and implementation details like materials, the correspondence between output-and input-sides of (cold) moderators probably can be further extended. Beryllium proves to be very effective as reflector-filter material [8] , and it might be also the material of choice for vanes in convoluted moderators. Plugging reentrant holes with this structural material could reduce the disturbances in the flux inside the moderator caused otherwise by a complete lack of scattering material; in particular, it could avoid diffusive cooling, i.e. the preferred emission of fast neutrons out of a finite moderator volume, which otherwise would also occur in the same preferred direction of enhanced emission and contribute to disturbing background.
On the input side, using beryllium might be also of further advantage comparing it with the standard aluminum alloys. Thinking of a richly structured surface, which features deep grooves, and a primary reflector not evenly covering the whole face but exploiting view factors, it might even be even possible to harvest a few more neutrons set free from the beryllium, e.g. due to neutron multiplication and reactions with photons and low-energy stray protons.
As to a possible technical implementation, a promising way of providing holes and channels into liquid, -and actually also in solid -, moderators might be the use of helium as coolant in properly routed tubing.
It is important to note that the newly proposed enhancements for capturing incident flux, i.e. holes and grooves are not restricted in their application to steady state or long-pulse sources. These features can also advantageously be incorporated into moderators at short-pulse facilities. Actually, they might even be especially useful for improving pulse shape by boosting neutron acceptance and achieving the same output flux with smaller overall (decoupled) moderators; better illuminating the moderator and more efficiently using the available fast neutrons would reduce the size requirements for achieving equal output flux levels. With the exact placing of decoupler material, e.g. inside or outside of the primary reflector (previously named premoderator) it is possible to somewhat optimize the trade-off between pulse shape and peak flux.
Besides reducing direct reflections, entry holes can be seen as distribution channels for efficiently feeding neutrons into a moderator and enabling its more even illumination from inside; their thoughtful implementation allows enhancing local brightness. This applies equally well to large and small neutron sources. "Pre-"reflectors work for the same purpose of enhancing the input into moderators; they might be advantageously be built as graded reflectors tailored to the specific geometries at individual sources.
Especially relevant at an UCANS meeting, it is a safe bet that relatively more benefit from a dedicated and optimized primary reflector can be drawn for compact sources of high initial brightness compared to larger facilities employing extended targets. View factors are in favor of small sources where intrinsically a better approximation to a pencil beam for illuminating a moderator is possible.
Conclusions
It seems that plausible arguments can be made to have a new look at the entry side of (cold) moderators. Understanding "pre-"moderators more as "primary reflectors", promises to offer new prospects and additional lever arms for improving moderator efficiency. Entry-holes and -grooves can be tailored to diverse source configurations in a similar manner as output grooves, and the highest associated gains, especially in brightness, can be expected for compact neutron sources.
Note added in proof
Starting from a materials´ perspective, R. Granada is advocating the importance of viewing premoderators as efficient ´post-reflectors´ [26] . Supporting evidence for a beneficial effect of entry-slits has been hinted by observations during measurements on vanned moderators [27] .
